
Then a well-deserved Coffee Break!
Works started again with WP5 activities with Stéphanie Minssieux of Bureau Veritas. She presented Permission,
authorization, conformities, safety and social impact of the project. David Inacio presented task 5.1 and Paolo Mocellin
presented task 5.2
The WP6 Leader is Bayerngas with Jana Domanja who presented overviews and road map.
Following Benjamin Krebs from Linde, WP7 Leader, presented an overview, upscaling of e-SMR Reactor and integration of e-
SMR in larger plant and overlook in all what will be involved within WP7.
WP 8 Leader: ERIC. Stefano Vannuzzi presented all the activities in relation to communication and dissemination. It was
asked to all partner to join the group on different social media and also to support/suggest and/or provide material for the
website.
Conclusion and organization of next meeting: last week of November, possibly in Brussels.
After Lunch, th epartners had a very interesting tour in CPERI/CERTH!

The meeting concluded with very satisfactory progress until now and was conducted in a professional but also friendly
atmosphere, good job everybody!

On 1st June 2023 EReTech partners met for their 12th Month meeting of Project, organized by our
partner CERTH. Partners reported on project activities and had discussions on how to achieve the best
outcomes and project results. Additionally, all partners contributed to future project developments and
decisions in order to complete successfully foreseen activities and tasks. Activities and achievements are
confidential, but we can report some few notes on the meeting activities!
First, we had a Welcome from CERTH: Angelos Lappas showed his institution. Then, the project
coordinator Johannes Lercher (TUM) started with the Project Overview and Hubert Malburg (TUM)
introduced other information including people involved, objectives, and timeline.
Salvatore Abate presented ERIC work done for task 2.1 and For Task 2.2 Theodoros Lyras (CERTH) and
Roberta Castiglione (Politecnico di Milano) presented their activities. There were no further technical
problems/questions on the involved activities.
Marco Hanneman and Remy Rousch of Brightlands presented the completed WP3 Task 3.1 and 3.2;
then, they did an overview on Task 3.3.
Hans ten Dam from HYGEAR presented the objectives and timeline of WP4 tasks, PFD, Stream table,
System requirements and Site plan and layout were presented.


